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The major purpose of this proposal was to design, synthesize, and characterize new nanostructured polymer electrolytes for rechargeable lithium battery membranes using tapered block copolymers. Tapered block copolymers possess the ability to tune nanostructure, processing temperatures, and mechanical properties independent from chemical constituents and copolymer block segregation strength by manipulating the interfacial profile in the self-assembled nanostructures. The key outcomes of the completed proposal included: 1) generating nanoscale networks [such as the gyroid network] in tapered block copolymer self-assemblies to improve conductivity by 500x over non-cocontinuous nanostructures; 2) improving room-temperature conductivity by 150x through the incorporation of non-crystallizing PEO-like conducting domains; 3) improving all-temperature conductivity by ~5x through the use of tapers to lower the glass transitions temperatures in the conducting polymer domains, thereby increasing chain mobility; 4) demonstrating the ability of tapering to tune network formation in various lithium salt counterion systems through adjustments in the taper profile in order to maximize conductivity; 5) improving mechanical properties through the formation of nanoscale network domains; 6) preliminary testing of battery cyclability at various currents to demonstrate ability to achieve near-theoretical capacities at well over 100 cycles of performance lifetime.
**Accomplishments**

The key outcomes since the last report include: 1) generating nanoscale networks [such as the gyroid network] in tapered block copolymer self-assemblies to improve conductivity by 500x over non-cocontinuous nanostructures; 2) improving all-temperature conductivity by ~5x through the use of tapers to lower the glass transitions temperatures in the conducting polymer domains, thereby increasing chain mobility; 3) demonstrating the ability of tapering to tune network formation in various lithium salt counterion systems through adjustments in the taper profile in order to maximize conductivity; 4) improving mechanical properties through the formation of nanoscale network domains; 5) preliminary testing of battery cyclability at various currents to demonstrate ability to achieve near-theoretical capacities at well over 100 cycles of performance lifetime. Further details are provided in the following two paragraphs.

The influence of tapered interfaces on the nanoscale morphologies of ion-doped poly(styrene-b-oligo-oxyethylene methacrylate) block polymers was explored. Most significantly, the location of double gyroid network phase window was found in ion-doped normal-tapered materials, and a similar window was not detectable in the corresponding non-tapered and inverse-tapered polymers. Additionally, the effective interaction parameters, $\chi_{\text{eff}}$, were reduced substantially in the tapered materials in comparison to their non-tapered counterparts, indicating an ability to process these battery materials at lower temperatures, with less solvent, and over shorter time scales. Thus, it was demonstrated that tapering between polymer blocks provided unique control over block polymer morphologies and improved the material processability (due to lower $\chi_{\text{eff}}$), potentially facilitating the development of future ion-conducting devices.

Additionally, the design and conductivity testing of novel solid electrolytes using tapered block polymers (TBPs) was conducted. TBPs were synthesized via atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) consisting of rigid polystyrene and ion-conducting poly(oligo-oxyethylene methacrylate) segments, and the role of tapered interfaces on ion transport was explored. It was shown that the taper profile and taper volume fraction significantly impact the glass transition temperatures ($T_g$s) in block polymer electrolytes, thus affecting the ionic conductivity. Additionally, it was discovered that the normal-tapered materials with $\approx 60$ vol% tapering exhibit remarkable improvements in ionic conductivity (increase $\approx 190\%$ at 20 °C and increase $\approx 90\%$ at 80 °C) in comparison to their non-tapered counterparts. Thus, the TBPs, with controllable interfacial interactions, indicated an exciting opportunity for the fabrication of cost-effective, highly-efficient, and stable energy storage membranes.

In a collaboration with the Jiao group in the Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering at the University of Delaware, initial attempts for the battery prototype based on BP electrolytes were conducted using a lithium metal anode and a lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO$_4$) as an active material for the cathode. The composite cathode was prepared by mixing P(S-EO) with carbon black and LiFePO$_4$ in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). The polymer electrolyte was prepared by mixing P(S-EO) and lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide [LiTFSI] at a salt-doping ratio of [EO]:[Li] = 12:1. Example cycle-life data for the Li/P(S-EO)/LiFePO$_4$ cell is shown in Figure 1. The specific discharge capacity was $\approx 100–150$ mAh/g (theoretical capacity 170 mAh/g). However, the preliminary result shows no capacity fading at three different discharge rates, indicating good cycling stability. This investigation currently is in progress.
Figure 1: Cycle-life data for the Li/P(S-EO)/LiFePO₄ cell at 70 °C. The reported data are the specific discharge capacities calculated based on the mass of the active materials.
**Project Summary**

The major purpose of this project was to design, synthesize, and characterize new nanostructured polymer electrolytes for rechargeable lithium battery membranes using tapered block copolymers. Tapered block copolymers possess the ability to tune nanostructure, processing temperatures, and mechanical properties independent from chemical constituents and copolymer block segregation strength by manipulating the interfacial profile in the self-assembled nanostructures. The key outcomes of the completed project included: 1) generating nanoscale networks [such as the gyroid network] in tapered block copolymer self-assemblies to improve conductivity by 500x over non-cocontinuous nanostructures; 2) improving room-temperature conductivity by 150x through the incorporation of non-crystallizing PEO-like conducting domains; 3) improving all-temperature conductivity by ~5x through the use of tapers to lower the glass transitions temperatures in the conducting polymer domains, thereby increasing chain mobility; 4) demonstrating the ability of tapering to tune network formation in various lithium salt counterion systems through adjustments in the taper profile in order to maximize conductivity; 5) improving mechanical properties through the formation of nanoscale network domains; 6) preliminary testing of battery cyclability at various currents to demonstrate ability to achieve near-theoretical capacities at well over 100 cycles of performance lifetime.

The following sections detail some of the key milestones that allowed the successful achievement of the outcomes mentioned above. Further details, including experimental equipment, set up, procedures, and data can be found in the archival publications, supporting information, and theses generated as a part of this work.

To prepare for the design of ion-conducting and tapered block copolymers for battery membranes, an initial task was to generate network-forming and tapered block polymers in non-conducting systems. Thus, this work reported, for the first time, the synthesis of interfacially-manipulated ABC triblock copolymers using a combination of anionic polymerization, ATRP, and Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition click chemistry. The tapered block polymer generated through this route, containing segments styrene (S), isoprene (I), and methyl methacrylate (M) with isoprene/styrene and styrene/methyl methacrylate tapers, formed an alternating gyroid network upon self-assembly in bulk (membrane) geometry (see Figure 1). This result suggested that it was possible to modify the interfacial composition profile between the pure blocks in linear triblock copolymers, while still retaining the complex co-continuous nanostructures that are a hallmark of triblock copolymers. Though the approach was applied to ABC triblock copolymers, a similar methodology can be employed to generate tapered tetrablok and pentablock copolymers, as well as ABA triblock copolymers with different tapered profiles at each A-B junction. Finally, the protocols allowed for the design and synthesis of new nanostructured materials with a wide variety of components such as the battery materials described below. (publication #5)
Concurrent with the above effort, it was demonstrated that a new mixed-salt methodology could be used to increase the room temperature ionic conductivities of block copolymer solid electrolytes. These electrolyte systems are especially suitable in solid-state lithium batteries, in which a thermally, electrochemically, and mechanically stable electrolyte membrane with high ionic conductivity over a wide temperature range is needed. Using a mixed-salt system of LiClO$_4$ and LiTFSI, it was found that the melting temperatures and degrees of crystallinity of the crystalline phases could be decreased in the PS-PEO system at [EO]:[Li] = 6:1. This reduction in melting temperature and crystallinity enabled the achievement of higher ionic conductivities at low temperatures compared to corresponding single-salt-doped PS-PEO electrolytes. It also was found that the mixed-salt system showed no benefit on decreasing the melting point and crystallinity at [EO]:[Li] = 12:1 because the crystallization behavior in the 12:1 system was dominated by the PEO crystalline phase, which showed preferential crystallization compared to the P(EO)$_6$:LiClO$_4$ and P(EO)$_6$:LiTFSI phases and ultimately drove the decrease in ionic conductivity at this salt doping level. The results suggested that the use of a mixed-salt system could lead to a higher room temperature ionic conductivity in the appropriate block copolymer electrolyte systems. Additionally, the work showed that mixed salts could influence copolymer energetics by estimating the $\chi_{\text{eff}}$ values in our lamellae-forming PS-PEO system using the domain spacing data from SAXS and the relationship between domain spacing and $\chi$ for block copolymers in the strong segregation regime. The LiTFSI-doped block polymer system and the LiClO$_4$-doped block polymer system showed similar slopes ($\chi_{\text{eff}}$ vs. salt concentration), which were attributed to the close Lewis acidities of LiTFSI and LiClO$_4$. (publication #2)
While mixed-salts demonstrated one approach for improving conductivity, it also was necessary to demonstrate the advantages of 3-D conducting pathways. Thus, the advantages of block copolymer systems with 3-D conducting pathways for electrolyte membranes were shown by examining the conductivity profiles of LiClO$_4$-doped PS-PEO samples with various morphologies. To analyze the morphologies of block copolymer electrolytes, a flow alignment technique was applied to align the domains of the sample. Three morphologies, lamellae (LAM), hexagonally perforated lamellae (HPL), and hexagonally-packed cylinders (HEX), were obtained by slightly changing $f_{\text{PEO}}$ from 0.70 to 0.75. Additionally, for a LAM-forming sample, it was found that the moderate shear created during hot-pressing can orient domains against the conducting direction decreasing the conductivity as much as two and half times. However, for a hot-pressed HEX-forming sample, conductivity was not affected by the domain orientations due to the 3-D conducting pathways of the PEO matrix (see Figure 2). The results showed that the normalized conductivity increased dramatically upon a morphology change from LAM (2-D conducting pathways) to HPL/HEX (3-D conducting pathways) even when the PEO molecular weight and non-uniform domain orientation effects were considered. These results for samples larger than 40 kg/mol differed from those reported for low molecular weight PS-PEO systems.

Figure 2. Ionic conductivity profiles of (a) SO$_{70}$P24 (LAM) and (b) SO$_{75}$P24 (HEX) for various sample orientations. Sample preparation is described in the Experimental section. The ionic conductivities of samples following the hot-pressing procedure (as shown in Figure 5) are denoted as $\sigma_0$, and normalized to 1 (red upward triangle, ▲). Samples after the first conductivity measurement were then cut to ~ 0.5 mm wide strips, turned 180° or 90°, re-packed into Teflon O-ring, and re-measured for conductivity. Conductivities of samples turned 180° and 90° are denoted as $\sigma_{\text{180°}}$ (blue downward triangle, ▼) and $\sigma_{\text{90°}}$ (green leftward triangle, ◄), respectively. The crystallization regions indicate the existence of semi-crystalline PEO domains. Note: the conductivities in each panel have a separate normalization. The overall (non-normalized) conductivity of the HEX samples is approximately 5x higher than that for the LAM samples.

In this project, it also was illustrated that the self-assembly of lithium ion-doped P(S-OEM) BPs and TBPs exhibits a strong dependence on the presence of tapered interfaces, the profile of the tapers (normal or inverse), and the concentration of lithium ions. Of particular importance is the
experimental discovery of a double gyroid network phase window in the ion-doped, normal-tapered system despite the fact that no network morphologies were detected in the non-tapered and inverse-tapered materials. Moreover, this project showed that tapered interfaces present a promising strategy for reducing the polymer–polymer interactions and polymer chain stretching upon lithium ion addition. The highlighted results (samples of which are shown in Figures 3 and 4) suggested an advanced design pathway for the next generation of nanostructured and highly-processable materials in transport applications. (publication #13)

Figure 3. (a) Illustration of non-tapered, normal-tapered, and inverse-tapered BPs. (b) Phase behavior of non-tapered P(S-OEM), normal-tapered P(S-SOEM-OEM), and inverse-tapered P(S-OEMS-OEM) BPs as a function of the ion-doping ratio. LAM: lamellae; HEX: hexagonally-packed cylinder; DIS: disordered phase; DG: double gyroid.
To culminate the currently published aspects of the project, tapered block polymer electrolytes, based on P(S-OEM) block polymers, were prepared for the first time. This new family of nanostructured polymer electrolytes provided a unique approach for tuning thermal and transport properties at constant molecular mass and chemical composition. Of particular importance, the tapered interfaces presented an excellent ability to manipulate $T_g$ of BP electrolytes through adjustments in the taper profile and taper volume fraction, thus enabling the ability to design materials with tailored and highly improved conductivity. This interfacial modification approach for polymer electrolytes offers an avenue for solving the dueling problems of efficiency and cost in current electrolytes and displays promising potential for energy storage devices. Details of the conductivity improvements in response to tapering are demonstrated in Figures 5 and 6. (publication #14)
Figure 5. (a) Ionic conductivity profiles for LiCF$_3$SO$_3$-doped P(S-OEM), P(S-SOEM-OEM)$_{0.62}$, P(S-OEMS-OEM)$_{0.61}$, and P(S-EO) at [EO]:[Li] = 15:1. The reported values are averages from three samples with standard deviations indicated by error bars on the data points. The solid lines are VFT fits to the conductivity data. (b) Third-heating DSC traces of LiCF$_3$SO$_3$-doped P(S-SOEM-OEM)$_{0.62}$, P(S-OEMS-OEM)$_{0.61}$, and P(S-EO) at [EO]:[Li] = 15:1. The heating rate was 10 °C/min for all samples. The DSC traces were shifted vertically for clarity. The $T_g$ value was determined from the midpoint of the inflection in the third heating trace.

Figure 6. (a) Temperature-dependent conductivity profiles and (b) normalized ionic conductivity profiles for LiCF$_3$SO$_3$-doped P(S-SOEM-OEM)$_{0.62}$ and LiCF$_3$SO$_3$-doped P(S-SOEM-OEM)$_{0.32}$ at [EO]:[Li] = 24:1. The reported values of ionic conductivity are averages from three samples with standard deviations indicated by error bars on the data points. The solid lines in (a) are VFT fits.
Executive Summary
This research effort culminated in the production of two student Ph.D. theses.

1. Wen-Shiue Young - Ion-conductivity in Block Copolymer Electrolyte Membranes - 04/03/2012 *Dow Chemical*

Understanding the factors that affect copolymer’s morphological and electrical behavior upon salt-doping is important for the design and optimization of battery electrolyte materials. This thesis explored the morphological, thermal, and electrical behavior of salt-doped poly(styrene-b-ethylene oxide) (PS-PEO) systems. While PS provides mechanical integrity, PEO forms PEO:salt complexes that enable ion transport. The morphologies and domain spacings of salt-doped PS-PEO samples were characterized using small-angle X-ray scattering and transmission electron microscopy, while the crystallinities of PEO:salt complexes and ionic conductivities of the electrolytes were examined via differential scanning calorimetry and AC impedance spectroscopy, respectively. First, the salt-doping effects on the phase behavior of PS-PEO block copolymers were studied by doping various lithium salts over a range of [EO]:[Li] ratios. It was found that copolymer microstructure can be tuned by changing the Li counterion and the salt doping ratio. The effective interaction parameter, $\chi_{\text{eff}}$, of the salt-doped copolymer was estimated using strong segregation theory and the domain spacings obtained from SAXS. $\chi_{\text{eff}}$ was found to have a linear relationship with salt concentration, and the slope depended on the counterion. Additionally, thermal order-order transitions caused by the crystallization of confined PEO-lithium complexes were probed. Second, using a mixed-salt system, LiClO$_4$/LiTFSI, the room temperature conductivity was improved by more than an order of magnitude due to the coinhibition of crystallite growth by the concerted behavior of the PEO:LiClO$_4$ and PEO:LiTFSI phases. Finally, 3-D conducting pathways were found to exhibit significantly higher normalized ionic conductivity than the 2-D conducting pathway. These results also suggested that using block copolymer electrolytes with 3-D conducting pathways can prevent a decrease in through-plane conductivity caused by the partial nanostructure alignment during sample preparation. In addition to improving the design and optimizing the electrical performance of block copolymer electrolytes, the methods developed in this work can be extended to other applications that require adjustment of copolymer domain spacing such as nanotemplating and nanoporous membranes.

*Thesis available from the University of Delaware Library*

2. Wei-Fan Kuan - Interfacial-Modified Block Polymers for Lithium Battery Electrolytes - 05/21/2015

Block polymer electrolytes have become increasingly attractive for lithium-based battery applications due to their low volatility, sufficient mechanical strength, and thermal and electrochemical stability in comparison to conventional liquid electrolytes. However, current BP electrolytes suffer from poor conductivity near room temperatures (due to polymer crystallization) and high processing costs (due to unfavorable polymer–polymer interactions). To overcome the above limitations, this dissertation proposed a design of new BP electrolytes with a specific focus on network nanostructures using tapered block polymers (TBPs). The work presented in this dissertation examined the morphological, thermal, and electrical properties of TBPs. Incorporating a taper interface in BPs was found to reduce the unfavorable polymer–polymer interactions and stabilize additional morphologies in salt-doped BPs. Most significantly, a double gyroid network window was located in the salt-doped normal-tapered system. Additionally, the tapered interfaces demonstrated a unique handle for manipulating the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of BP electrolytes through adjustments in the taper profile and taper volume fraction, thus enabling control over the ionic conductivity. Finally, a novel synthetic strategy for generating dual-tapered triblock terpolymers was presented. An alternating gyroid-forming tapered triblock terpolymer was generated, showing the ability to
retain network structures in dual-tapered BP systems. Overall, the approaches presented in this dissertation provide the opportunity to design cost-effective, highly-efficient, and stable energy storage devices.

*Thesis to be available from the University of Delaware Library*

The cumulative list of publications is found in the archival publications section of this report.
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